Dear Editor
Dear Dr. Sankarasubramanian,
I had a close look at your manuscript, the two reviews and your corresponding responses. In
line with both reviewers and Wouter Berghuijs I think that the proposed opinion is valuable and
deserves to be published in HESS. However, prior to this I strongly recommend addressing the
main points of the reviews and of the scientific comment with great care within a round of
revisions.
As per your suggestions and three reviews, we have submitted the revised manuscript. Thanks
for handling our paper.
In line with reviewer 1 I recommend removal of figure 6, simply because H and LE are subject to
different demands and both fluxes are driven by different physics! The purpose of LE is to
deplete the saturation deficit of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and establish a minimum
free energy state. So the demand is the saturation deficit integrated over the ABL. The general
purpose of H is the generally the same, establishing a maximum entropy state, but with respect
to corresponding temperature gradient in the ABL. To me it does hence not make sense to link
these two variables in the proposed extended Budyko framework.
We have removed Figure 6 in the interest of coming to a closure on this manuscript. I still feel
that sensible heat and latent heat are inter-related and can be represented in the Budyko
framework. We will pursue this in our future publications.
In line with Wouter Berghuijs I like the transfer of the Budyko concept to infiltration and storage.
The soil demand for infiltration is however not the storage capacity but the storage deficit from
thermodynamic equilibrium/ soil hydraulic equilibrium storage as recently argued in one of my
own publications in HESS (Zehe et al. 2019). In this context I thank that you should consider the
danger of introducing spurious correlations at little more seriously.
We have included your publication in the references related to infiltration example. We have
also mentioned the issues related to spurious correlation. As suggested caveats by Dr.
Berghuijs, we have mentioned arising from spurious correlation in the paragraph after Figure 5.
References:
Zehe, E., Loritz, R., Jackisch, C., Westhoff, M., Kleidon, A., Blume, T., Hassler, S. K., and
Savenije, H. H.: Energy states of soil water - a thermodynamic perspective on soil water
dynamics and storage-controlled streamflow, Hydrology And Earth System Sciences, 23, 971987, 10.5194/hess-23-971-2019, 2019.
Thanks for handling the manuscript.
Sankar Arumugam

Response to Reviewer-1’s comments
Response: Thanks for the review of our article. We have removed Figure 6 in the interest of
coming to a closure on this manuscript. I still feel that sensible heat and latent heat are interrelated and can be represented in the Budyko framework. We will pursue this in our future
publications.

Line 118-120: ET and PET estimates were obtained from the NOAH Land Surface Model,
which uses Penman-Monteith method for calculating the land-surface fluxes (Rui, 2011). This
has been added in the revised manuscript.
Lines 168, 181 and 193: All corrected.

Response to Reviewer-2

Response: Thanks for your comments. Our extension of Budyko framework for three different
problems, infiltration, hedging and flow alteration (dropped the sensible heat flux extension),
provide the context for identifying the “demand” term systematically. The term “demand”
provides the upper bound of the “actual” variable if the “supply” variable is unlimited. For
instance, in the case of infiltration as “actual”, the “demand” is the maximum infiltration capacity,
which implies if the “supply” (i.e., rainfall) is unlimited. We identify the demand for each
proposed extension in this fashion. We have added the above highlighted definition of demand
in the manuscript.

Response: The reason we did not use observed data in this Figure is because numerous
studies have demonstrated the applicability of long-term Budyko’s curves for observed datasets
(Sankarasubramanian and Vogel, 2003; Abatzoglu et al., 2017 and others), hence we are not
presenting it. Further, presenting the long-term water balance from the GLDAS2 dataset shows
the performance of the Budyko curve over various latitudes. To make the latitudinal distribution
of fluxes as per the general circulation cells, we have revised Figure 2 with grouped at 10°
intervals. The key point from the figure is that there is a lower bound on the evapotranspiration
ratio for each aridity index range, which emphasizes the need for other controlling factors such
as seasonality of forcings (precipitation and temperature) and soil water holding capacity in
influencing the long-term water balance. Further, these low ET ratio happens in the horse

latitudes (20-40 N), whereas high ET ratio happens in places with rising circulation cells (0 to 10
N and 50-60N). In the case of the southern hemisphere, organization of circulation cells do not
strictly follow latitudinal patterns as the land surface being proximity to the ocean, which makes
ET ratio varying substantially from the circulation patterns.

Response: We agree with your point. We have removed Figure 6 in the interest of coming to a
closure on this manuscript. To be consistent with other extensions, we have removed Figure 6
as the editor and Reviewer-1 have suggested.

Response: We have elaborated on how supply and demand should be defined in a given
context. The same long-term water balance in Figure 2 could be rewritten to develop
asymptotes for minimum runoff by assuming mean annual runoff as the difference between
mean annual precipitation and mean annual evapotranspiration. The term “demand” provides
the upper bound of the “actual” variable if the “supply” variable is unlimited. It does not have to
be a percentage of “actual”. We have added these details with regard to Figure 1.

Response: We changed the “Budyko’s Legacy” to “Budyko’s Supply-Demand Framework”.
Thus, the revised title reads as “HESS Opinions: Beyond the Long-term Water Balance:
Evolving Budyko’s Supply-Demand Framework for the Anthropocene towards a Global
Synthesis of Land-surface Fluxes under Natural and Human-altered Watersheds”.

Response:
P3 L47; P6 L129-130; P6. L131-132 - all corrected as suggested.
P6 L133: We meant here as “moisture” indicating the “precipitation”.
P9. Eq2: Thanks for the nice correction. It should be Smin > Aw-D.
P10, L207: We agree with your point. Linear hedging is a simple operational policy, hence we
can expect this line to deviate from the simple case demonstrated it. However, not sure, we
follow your point that release can be more than the demand. If we have hydropower, then we

tend to release more than the demand for hydropower, without violating the downstream release
constraints, as hydropower has the lowest marginal cost to meet the energy demand.
P11 L235-236; P13 L275-276: Both corrected as suggested.
Figure 5: Not sure, we understand this comment. These are annual values not plotted as a time
series. We changed the color of the circles - annual releases. Hope this makes it look better.
Figure 6: We have removed Figure 6 as suggested by the Editor and Reviewer-1.

Response to open review comments by Dr. Wouter Berghuijs
Thanks for taking the time to review our paper. Here is our detailed response to your comments.

Response: We have modified the sentence. Changed “thousands” to “numerous”. Removed
Williams et al., 2012; Sivapalan et al., 2011. Added Sankarasubramanian and Vogel (2003), Li
et al., 2013.

Response: In this context, we mention several hydroclimatological processes that have changed
over time due to anthropogenic influences. Flood is one of them. Our argument from this paper
is that Budyko’s framework can be extended to even shorter time scales. For instance, Figure 3
presents the framework for infiltration, which is an event scale hydrological process. Flooding
could be considered as the land-surface response in excess of infiltration. Thus, the idea is to
propose possible novel extensions of the Budyko Framework so that low dimensional nature of
the process and the associated drivers could be identified.

Response: We agree with this suggestion. We have removed this reference and added Li et al.,
(2013) and Wang and Tang (2014).

Response: The reason we did not use observed data in this Figure is because numerous
studies have demonstrated the applicability of Budyko’s curves for observed datasets
(Sankarasubramanian and Vogel, 2003; Abatzoglu et al., 2017 and others), hence we are not
presenting it. Further, presenting the long-term water balance from the GLDAS2 dataset shows
the performance of the Budyko curve over various latitudes.To make the latitudinal distribution
of fluxes as per the general circulation cells, we have revised Figure 2 with grouped at 10°
intervals. The key point from the figure is that there is a lower bound on the evapotranspiration
ratio for each aridity index range, which emphasizes the need for other controlling factors such
as seasonality of forcings (precipitation and temperature) and soil water holding capacity in
influencing the long-term water balance. Further, these low ET ratio happens in the horse
latitudes (20-40 N), whereas high ET ratio happens in places with rising circulation cells (0 to 10
N and 50-60N). In the case of the southern hemisphere, organization of circulation cells do not
strictly follow latitudinal patterns as the land surface being proximity to the ocean, which makes
ET ratio varying substantially from the circulation patterns.

Response: We have revised this sentence to reflect the points mentioned decomposition
methods suggested by Wang and Hejazi (2011), who used the observed data to decompose
changes in climate and human influence. The previous sentence with Creed et al., (2014)
focuses on changes in water balance under climate change.

Response: The strong relationship between the “Actual/Supply” ratio to the “Demand/Supply”
ratio is statistically due to the presence of “supply” variable on both axes, but that does not
mean that there is no causation. All the extensions presented in the manuscript as well as the
original long-term balance preserve mass and energy balance between the “actual”, “supply”
and “demand” variables. We have mentioned the aspect of spurious correlation in the Budyko
framework based on the references cited right after the discussion of Figure 5.

